Why are people not afraid of driving? There are plenty of people afraid of flying, and the terrorist attacks of 2001 can only have exacerbated this phobia. Whenever you board a plane you can see them: anxious passengers gripping their boarding passes so hard they jam the automated counters at the boarding gates. Where are the masses sweating and shaking with fear as they climb into their cars?
Clearly fear is not always founded in facts. Every year over one million people around the world die in road traffic accidents, compared with about one thousand deaths from plane crashes. The difference is that every fatal plane crash makes the news whereas most car accidents remain anonymous. In their safety briefings, flight attendants never warn you that you are sixty times more likely to die driving home from the airport than during the flight. 1 This bias in reporting deaths also applies to terrorism. One individual taken hostage and murdered by some extremist group makes news headlines worldwide. If the BBC World Service tried to report each AIDS death for one year, the broadcast would take more than a year to deliver-even without interruption and allowing just 10 seconds per death. If we considered tobacco-related deaths, even two simultaneous news bulletins couldn't keep up with the death toll.
Everyone remembers where they were when those planes crashed into the World Trade Center killing three thousand innocent victims on 11 September 2001. It changed human history. But how many people know that on the same day five years ago, more than four thousand children died of diarrhoea, three thousand people died in car accidents, and eight thousand died of AIDS? 2 In 2003 the collective annualized mortality burden from tobacco was more than five thousand times that of terrorism. 3 Furthermore, these deaths continued unabated on 12, 13 and 14 September, and every day since. The even greater tragedy is that they were preventable. Despite the billions being spent on 'the war on terror', are we any safer?
There is no question that terrorism is a global problem that needs to be addressed. However, as Jeffrey Sachs explains, 'We need to keep September 11 in perspective, especially because the ten thousand daily deaths (from AIDS, TB, and malaria) are preventable.' 4
Competing interests The author holds a pilot's licence. support. This obsession with moving the resources around seems to know no bounds and yet is useless for him.
In the media we see continued coverage about sacking unaffordable staff this year and senior NHS and DoH leaders encouraging the closure of hospitals in the tail end of this decade. Others offer rationing services and big projects (like the national IT programme) as the only routes to sustainability. From my experience these are pretty irrelevant-what is really needed is a fundamental shift in how people relate to each other: staff to staff, patients to staff. And this is measured in the small things: the nurse who phones social services (again) to try to get a completed and accurate assessment-not the nurse who refused to go to the hospital shop to buy the barriernursed patient a bottle of orange squash.
If everyone who works in NHS did one extra act of kindness a day (the GP on a home visit who boils that egg for a housebound patient, the consultant who buys a phone card for a bed-bound patient and helps them to use it) and took one extra step to make things join up better for a patient (the SHO who phones the GP, the ward clerk who talks to the Xray department, the sister who phones the relatives to brief them on a change in regime), the whole system would take a massive step forward in terms of service and smoothness, and would seem simpler to patients and more satisfying for staff. Once the NHS shifts out of its chaotic turbulence it is possible to try other improvements. Structural change is a side alley en route to giving patients and carers greater and greater value from the skills of staff. Process improvements with IT are only part of the answer. Changing the way that compassion is shown, kindness demonstrated, conflict is handled and decisions managed would be totally transforming. Starting with the little things is critical. It doesn't need a government policy or mandate from the top. This is a strategy that everyone can create-and all can implement.
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The really inconvenient truth in the world of healthcare and medicine will never go away: it's run by people, for people, and 'there's nowt queer as folk.'
Throw our less appealing human tendencies (in part summed up as reluctance or inability to imagine how life might be for others) into a melting pot with professional bureaucratic strangleholds and patients who don't feel great, and what better recipe for trouble? Some fantastic doctors give good care in a tough climate, some assiduous managers try to ensure what they offer is properly run and allocated. And we're inconveniently imperfect patients. Those 20 million appointments every year we don't attend or cancel, those healthy diets and exercise programs we don't follow, our reluctance to accept the reality of limited resources. Sure, the system can and does let us down appallingly at times, but we too need to admit that, however much we want to see the doctor, and now, to get some treatment we saw on the internet, (a) there may be someone more ill who must go first, and (b) they need an expensive life-saving drug more than we need asparagus suppositories.
While recent research reveals that patients think they're lucky (albeit unusual) in having good dealings with the NHS (Lost in Translation, NHS Confederation, 2006) , a couple of years ago, combining an NHS post with journalism and interviewing countless professionals and patients, I kept hearing the same question: where has the humanity gone?
Patients were at a loss, professionals cited bureaucratic burdens. I wrote a book about the mess, rolling the words of many real doctors into a fictional one, who says: 'Pointless tasks, meetings, counting games. You can give me an abacus, but I can't promise you sweeter medicine.'
Surely-and we need to ask this, for want of an evidence-base that mushrooming management gives us a better time if we get sick-sweeter medicine is about that extra ounce of humanity? And finding it, even when, as a doctor, you've just had a row about targets, budgets and how much red tape you need to wrap it up in. Or when, as a patient, you feel dreadful and the system's apparently conspiring to make it worse.
While it is naïve to suggest curing the NHS's ills by being nicer to each other, it's surely part of the picture, and it keeps getting buried under rarefied rows. We need to work together, hard and fast, to claw back tender, loving health care before losing sight of what it is. Getting better is about people, not about politics, professional posturing and pride. Well or ill, we're in this together. Counting games may be a necessary part of the picture, but so too is stepping back, little and often, and asking whether we're treating each other well. Some days, that feels like the last achievable thing on earth. Surely it always has to be the first?
